The new benchmark of measuring

The Card-like Laser Meter can measure distance quickly and connect to phones

Every laser meter has a unique addition it gives to the savvy professional, but the Precaster HT60 personifies excellence. A single move of the thumb can open you to a plethora of functions that is loaded in this device. It makes you enjoy a compact offer that puts paid to any measuring challenge you may have. You can save the measurements you need, engage the memory functions or simply share your measurements wirelessly. Every time the HT60 is called to action, you can be assured that you will have astounding results without a sweat. One of the things that make this an unparalleled design is that its functions belie its simplicity. You can call this the workhorse for the person who is invested in reaching his timelines. You cannot go wrong when you sign up and be part of those who are feeling the efficacy of Precaster HT60.
ORGANIZE YOUR MEASUREMENTS ON THE PHONE AND SHARE THEM WIRELESSLY

You can feel the verve of the laser measuring meter as you organize your measures and share wirelessly. The Bluetooth edge allows you organize measurements and stay in tune with others who work on a given project. It is a unique addition that is bringing great color to the world of measuring meters. You can keep going with your team due to the Bluetooth connection.

THE SMALL BUDDY FIT INTO PALMS WITH BIG BRIGHT DISPLAY

The very small size of this laser measuring meter makes it quite enchanting. It has a small and thin body which comes with a big bright LCD. It gives you a fresh perspective for a healthy and accurate measuring experience. It is handy but full of power to deliver on all the projects that you engage it to do.

EVERY APPLICATIONS YOU NEED ARE ALL AROUND

There are so many things that make the job easy for you. With the quick access to various apps, you can take your brief to a new level. Every application you need is packed in a unique setting that allows you to carry out your job with ease. Every app gives the savvy user in edge to operate in their ever-growing and dynamic industry. The apps give you the positive shift that you need to get the job done.

ACCESS TO ALL APPLICATIONS BY MOVING YOUR THUMBS AROUND

You can gain access to any application of your choice by the simple move of your thumbs. All the functions that are constantly used by you can be aligned around the measure key. You can save to memory by the simple move of your thumb or setup for timer, change units, add and subtract measurements. It gives you speed to navigate through the tides as you take on your projects.

SPECIFICATION

- Measuring Range: 0.05 m ~ 60 m
- Resolution: 0.001 m
- Accuracy: ±1.5 mm
- Measuring Speed: 0.5 seconds
- Laser Type: 650 nm, Class II, < 1 mw
- Beam Size: 25 mm @ 30 m
- Battery: 2 * AAA Batteries
- Battery Life: Up to 10,000 measures
- Dimensions: 105 * 48 * 21 mm
- Operation Temperature: -10°C ~ 40°C
- Storage Temperature: -20°C ~ 70°C
- Automatic Power-Off: -Laser 30 seconds
- Weight: 64.9 g (Without Battery)

ACCESSORIES

- HT60 | Laser Distance Meter
- Operation Manual
- Carrying Case
- AAA Battery x 2
- Safety Strap

http://www.precaster.com.tw/